First Contact Session: Internet based Course – Environment Management 2016 [14th Session, since 2003]

**Venue:** 2nd September 2016, CCE Lecture Hall [behind JRD Tata Library (Main Library), Next to IISc Students’ Hostel and NESARA RESTAURANT], IISc Campus, Phone 080-22932247/2293 2491

**Accommodation** of Outstation Participants: HOYSALA HOUSE, (near IISc Main Library, closer to Main Gate), IISc Campus 080 22933535 / 22932247, Centenary Visitors House [CVH], Near Ramaih Hospital Gate, IISc Campus, Bangalore (Phone: 080 2293500 / 22932100)

(details will be posted at http://wgbis.ces.iisc.ernet.in/energy/distance_education_courses/internet-course-2016/index.php)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>9-10 30 AM</th>
<th>11-1 NOON</th>
<th>LUNCH</th>
<th>2 – 4 PM</th>
<th>4.30 – 6 PM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2nd September 2016  | Introduction - TVR  
CHAPTER 1 | EXPERT TALK – Harish Bhat | LUNCH | CHAPTER 2 - TVR  
FIELD EC eology – Harish Bhat | CHAPT ERS 3 & 4 - DMM  |
| 4th September 2016  | TVR  
FIELD ECeology – Harish Bhat | LUNCH | EXPERT TALK – Harish Bhat | LUNCH | EXPERT TALK – Harish Bhat |

Expert lecture (focuses on case studies) *5th Sept 2016, venue may be at R K Mission, Shivanhalli (Near BNP) about 55 km from IISc (needs to pay Rs 200 per person to hand over to R K Mission-Please pay at registration desk)

**Please note:**

1. Mobile phone (even silent/vibration mode) **not allowed** inside the class room
2. Smoking is not allowed inside and closer to the classroom
3. Lunch and tea (morning and evening) would be arranged at NESARA Restaurant during the programme

**Accommodation:** Centenary Guest House (Phone: 080 22933500 / 22932100) Hoysala Guest House (080 22933535). There are restaurants closer to Hoysala guest house (NESARA/ NISARGA/KABINI/PRAKRUTHI) for breakfast and dinner and CVH [Nisarga]

4. Midterm Examination is on 6th September 2014 Afternoon (2.30 to 5.30 PM)
5. Please carry 3 – stamp/PP size recent photograph for ID Card (charges Rs 25 per ID)

**Resource Persons:** Dr. T.V. Ramachandra [TVR] (ram@ces.iisc.ernet.in); Dr. Harish R Bhat (harishrbhat@gmail.com); Durga Madhab Mahapatra [DMM] (durgamadhab@ces.iisc.ernet.in); Bharath Settur [BS] (settur@ces.iisc.ernet.in); Tara [T] (tara@ces.iisc.ernet.in), Vinay S [VS] (vinay@ces.iisc.ernet.in), Sincy V [SV] (sincy@ces.iisc.ernet.in), Asulabha K S [AK] (asulabha@ces.iisc.ernet.in), Sudarshan P. Bhat [SB] (sudarshan@ces.iisc.ernet.in), Bharath H Aithal [BA] (bharath@ces.iisc.ernet.in)

**Contact Details:** Dr. T.V. Ramachandra, CES (2293 3099/3503 extn 107 [lab, between 9 am to 9 pm] 23602075 [R- in case of emergency only], ram@ces.iisc.ernet.in), Administrative matters - Ms. Jyothi, CCE (2293 2247/2293 2491, office@cce.iisc.ernet.in) or Mr. Srinivasaiah (SO, CCE), 2293 2055, so@cce.iisc.ernet.in